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ABSTRACT 

According to the classical definitions and words the poet is a person who creates the 

poetry and write verses, but we have to deal with new theories that they describe this 

character at the top of the Society that have great role to make changes among 

Society, and show them the reality .He is the beholder of the concepts and utter of the 

necessary and casual. The Poet is the guider that move the society to the world of 

imagination, furthermore the Poet have special describes for nature and human. He 

describes them in the World of imagination which is full of moral and beauty. 
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1. Introduction 
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The politician wants men to know how to die courageously; 

The poet wants men to live courageously. 
Italian poet Salvatore Quasimodo, Nobel lecture, 1959 

The Poet is the symbol of Heroic. For all ages, the Poet is the Messenger and Orator. 

He is interpreter of beauty and imagination. He is teacher of aesthetic and reality he 

can see and realize better than others because he has Philosophical talent from Lord. 

The World of the Poet is more perfect than the actual World, His World is the World 

of reality, beauty, imagines, passions and philosophy.it is golden World that he has. 

The Poet wants to impact on Society and move Society from actual World to the 

fantasy and there he acts like a great Teacher that teaches other side of life that 

Society cannot see it .belonging to history of humanity we can see many figures that 

Poets thought in a philosophical path. The Poet wants Men to live in peace and 

courageously not to die courageously. 

2. Methodology  

Poets are the greatest honour for all Nations. They are reformer of the Society and 

holder of peaceful memorandum for People. In addition to that the target of this paper 

is to viewing the role of the Poet, and how great Poets stand as a Messenger of beauty 

among Society. The paper adopted descriptive analytic method for analysing the 

character of Poet at the theatre of Society.  Comments and different ideas are given as 

well. Then the discussion and the main question will be answer which is; how can 

Poet stand as a Messenger of Aesthetic? Lastly, the Findings and Recommendations 

are stated to remain the reader Poet as a Messenger of Aesthetic among Society. 

3. Discussion  

The Poets are the reformer of the Society. They have inspiration to make revolution to 

change Population, they are not the bringers of modern increasing, but they are the 

revellers of the importance of fact and things. They bring the enigmatic to brilliant 

and say the commonplace with glowing energy. Their marvellous platitudes are what 

men want if they would retain in the path of true progress. Their power to grate the 

mind with toughness, in the literature of ability they stand peerless. Their passions are 

primitive and universal. Reading them we receive the inflowing energy which comes 

from intellectual and moral idolization.  

3.1. How can poet stand as a Messenger of Aesthetic? 

We must to make a difference between the greater Poets and lesser Poets, the Poets of 

vision and the Poets of mood. Some are but idle singers of an empty day, troubadours 

who shorten the way of our pilgrimage, by their words. We look them for amusement, 

or to feel more confidentially some phase of experience. The greatest Poets without 

exception have been great men. A mighty torrent does not rush from a six-inch ipe: 

neither has the creator yet sent a stupendous truth into the world through a trivial 
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mind. A plain man but never a plain mind, may utter momentous things. The world of 

Poets and Poetry is the blossom and fragrance of all human knowledge, path of 

human thought, passions of human, love, emotional, nature, beauty, language the 

famous Poets are  attentively delicate society, reaction sharply to the significance 

which would be unseen by rude natures. 

The Poets are the Messengers of aesthetic that they want to uncover the World of 

beauty. They reveal to us the World of reality and the significance of Nature, the 

Poets can help Society and show the true path of life because they concern with life. 

Poetry is the world of revelation and interpretation of human life in some of it is 

aspects. Great Poets have great represent for life. Reading history of man shows that 

gifted leaders and permanent persons in the World all have the side, mind and 

methods of Poets. The Philosophers describe life, but the Poets are the presenters of 

life; Poets have the treasure of wisdom to change the World to good and suitable 

World. The visions of Poets are different from ordinary People. They have 

Philosophical vision about Life, Nature, Politicians, Religion and Love. And Poets 

have art to solutions of crisis. Poets character is like a Messenger of beauty in the 

Society that hold aesthetic to Society, Moreover Poets change the Society in the peace 

strategic which is the intellectualism.  

 

                               Religions are poems. They concert 

    Our daylight and dreaming mind, our 
     Emotions, instinct, breath and native gesture 

                                                                                                               ''Murray'' 

There is deep intimacy and relation between Religion and Poetry, Researchers tried to 

make distinguish between them. On the other hand Holy Books and stories of 

Prophet's shows that there is intimacy between religion and poetry, for the first time 

People in Arabia told Prophet Mohammad peace be up on him, that you're only a Poet 

not a Prophet.  So they rejected to follow him, in addition to that during the time of 

Prophet Muhammad there were many great  poets in the city of Makka, Nowadays we 

call them Poets of Jahilita, and they are very important part of Arabic Literature.  

Religions does not reject Poetry and Poets, In Kurdistan Region, Iraq. Kurdish 

Society has some great Poets who were men of Religion like ''Nali& Mahwi'',And 

they appeared in Masjids. They are great Poets in Kurdish Language and Literature, 

Using fantastic style of language by Poets views the similarity between Religion and 

Poetry, because Poets use language in the best and most perfect form. As Arnold said 

'poetry is the most perfect speech of man'.  
 Another similarity is that Religion came for moving and changing Society, also Poets 

have the same path they concern with reform of society from great and meaningful 

words that can impact on Man.  

There is natural magic in the realistic Poetry which tries to open the mind of Man and 

it opens the heart of Man. That idea perhaps enters with least opposition. The 
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Watchers at the door are charmed, and Messenger calmly enters the throne room to 

plead same situation. 

The Poets teach beauty and truth of life than any others, there is a deal of truth in 

Mattew Arnold famous sentence; ' The noble and profound application of ideas to life 

is the most essential part of poetic greatness'. Poets are calling Man and Society for 

the song of truth and beauty, and they are separating love among Society to motivate 

new generation, In the World of poetry everything is concern with love and truth, 

always they try to investigate the sins of man and asked him to purify. Poets display 

the invisible beauties of the actual life. 

 

3.2. Findings 
 

1) The great Poets are the glory of the People, and they act as a Messenger of beauty 

and truth among society, they have philosophical theory to make a realistic reform in 

the Society. 

 

2) The Poet interprets the innermost spirit of their Civilization and state to the World. 

Through Poets the ages realize each other. 

 

3) The Character of the poet represents the heroic instructor that tries to uncover the 

truth and beauty in the Society, and he teaches from love and beauty. 

 

4) There are similarities between Religion and Poetry, both of them wants to help 

humanity and save Society, And Religion does not reject poetry and great Poets. 
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